## FACE TO FACE: CAPI QUESTIONNAIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Face-to-face</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If face-to-face</td>
<td>Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Capi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Size</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample Description</td>
<td>Residents in the six Olympic boroughs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quotas</td>
<td>Age, gender, working status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECTION 1 – QUOTA QUESTIONS

SEX
[ASK ALL]
INTERVIEWER: CODE SEX
  1. Male
  2. Female
SINGLE CODE

AGEA
[ASK ALL]
INTERVIEWER: ASK THIS OF THE RESPONDENT
What was your age last birthday?
  16 – 99
    -1. Don’t know
    -2. Refused

BAGEA_1
[ASK IF AGE1 = -1 / -2]
Looking at this screen, can you please tell me in which age group your age lies?
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
  16-19
  20-24
  25-29
  30-34
  35-39
  40-44
  45-49
  50-54
  55-59
  60-64
  65-69
  70-74
  75-79
  80+
    -1. Don’t know
    -2. Refused

[ASK ALL]
WORKSTAT
Please look at the screen and tell me which best describes your main current activity?
SINGLE CODE
CODE ONE ONLY
SHOW SCREEN
  1. Self employed full time (30+ hours per week)
  2. Self employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
  3. In paid full-time employment (30+ hours per week)
  4. In paid part-time employment (less than 30 hours per week)
5. Unemployed
6. Retired from paid work altogether
7. On maternity leave
8. Looking after family or home
9. Full-time student/ at school
10. Long term sick or disabled
11. Unable to work because of short-term illness or injury
12. On a government training scheme
13. Doing something else (PLEASE GIVE DETAILS)

CHECK ANSWERS VS QUOTAS – SCREEN OUT THOSE THAT DO NOT QUALIFY
SECTION 2 - MOBILITY TO THE NEW AREA

I AM NOW GOING TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW LONG YOU HAVE LIVED IN THE LOCAL AREA...

AREALIV
[ASK ALL]
How long have you lived at your current address?
ENTER ANSWER IN YEARS (IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR ENTER 0)
NUMERIC OPEN (RANGE 0 -95)
-1 Don't know

[IF AREALIV <5]
BOROLIV
How long have you lived in the Borough of <Name of Borough>?
ENTER ANSWER IN YEARS (IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR ENTER 0)
NUMERIC OPEN (RANGE 0 -95)
-1 Don't know

IMPBOR
[IF BOROLIVE <5]
How important was/is the regeneration of the area as a result of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in making you decide to move to this borough?
SINGLE CODE
1 Very important
2 Quite important
3 Neither important nor unimportant
4 Quite unimportant
5 Very unimportant
-1 Don't know

[IF IMPBOR = 1 OR 2]
In what way was/is the regeneration of the area as a result of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games important in making you decide to move to this borough?
OPEN
SECTION 3 – CULTURE

RANDOMISE ORDER OF SECTIONS 3 AND 4 – 50% OF THE TIME SECTION 3 SHOULD COME FIRST AND 50% OF THE TIME SECTION 4 SHOULD COME FIRST

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU ABOUT ACTIVITIES YOU MAY HAVE DONE IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS…

SCARTP21

[ASK ALL]

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months, have you done any of these activities? CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

MULTI-CODE

1. Ballet
2. Other dance (for fitness)
3. Other dance (not for fitness).
4. Sang to an audience or rehearsed for a performance (not karaoke)
5. Played a musical instrument to an audience or rehearsed for a performance
6. Played a musical instrument for your own pleasure
7. Written music
8. Rehearsed or performed in a play / drama
9. Rehearsed or performed in an opera / operetta or musical theatre
10. Taken part in a carnival (e.g. as a musician, dancer or costume maker)
11. Taken part in street arts (an artistic performance that takes place in everyday surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)
12. Learned or practised circus skills
13. Painting, drawing, printmaking or sculpture
14. Photography as an artistic activity (not family or holiday ‘snaps’)
15. Made films or videos as an artistic activity (not family or holidays)
16. Used a computer to create original artworks or animation
17. Textile crafts such as embroidery, crocheting or knitting
18. Wood crafts such as wood turning, carving or furniture making
19. Other crafts such as calligraphy, pottery or jewellery for yourself
20. Bought any original works of art for yourself
21. Bought any original / handmade crafts such as pottery or jewellery for yourself
22. Read for pleasure (not newspapers, magazines or comics)
23. Bought a novel or book of stories, poetry or plays for yourself
24. Written any stories or plays
25. Written any poetry
26. Read as part of a group
27. None of these [single code]

LIST ORDER RANDOMISED BUT CODES 1-3 AND 17-19 KEPT TOGETHER

APWKAC1 to APWKAC25

[ASKED IF SCARTP21 <> 27, ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]

Thinking about [+SCARTP21 +]

In the last 12 months, have you done this ….?

INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTICODE
1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

APTPNY4_1 TO APTPNY4_25
[SCARTP21 <> 27 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4), ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]
Thinking about [+SCARTP21 +]
How often in the last 12 months have you done this [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

SINGLE CODE
1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

SCAAN
[ASK ALL]
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these events?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

MULTI-CODE
1. Film at a cinema or other venue
2. Exhibition or collection of art, photography or sculpture
3. Craft exhibition (not crafts market)
4. Event which included video or electronic art
5. Event connected with books or writing
6. Street arts (art in everyday surroundings like parks, streets or shopping centres)
7. A public art display or installation (an art work such as sculpture that is outdoors or in a public place)
8. Circus (not animals)
9. Carnival
10. Culturally specific festival (for example, Mela, Baisakhi, Navrati)
11. Play / drama
12. Pantomime
13. Musical
14. Opera / operetta
15. Classical music performance
16. Jazz performance
17. Other live music event
18. Ballet
19. Contemporary dance
20. African people’s dance or South Asian and Chinese dance
21. Other live dance event
22. None of these [single code]

LIST ORDER RANDOMISED BUT CODES 14-17 AND 18-21 KEPT TOGETHER

AAWKAC1 to AAWKAC21
[ASKED IF SCAAN <> 22, ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]
Thinking about [+SCAAN +]
In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these events ....?
INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTI-CODE
1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

AANY2_1 TO AANY2_21 {AAFREQ1 to AAFREQ21}
[ASKED IF SCAAN <> 22 AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY]
Thinking about [+SCAAN+]…
How often in the last 12 months have you been to this type of event [in your own-time] [or]
[as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
SINGLE CODE
1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

SCLIBN
[ASK ALL]
During the last 12 months, have you used a public library service at least once?
INTERVIEWER: IF NECESSARY USE ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ FOR DEFINITION OF PUBLIC LIBRARY
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
LIBWKAC
[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1]

In the last 12 months, have you been to the library ….? 
INTERVIEWER: SHOW ‘DEFINITIONS CARD’ IF NECESSARY
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

Just thinking about going to the library [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]….

LIBNON

[ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND (LIBWKAC = 1 OR LIBWKAC = 4)]

How often in the last 12 months have you been to a library [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]? 
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

ARCHIVES
SCARC
[ASK ALL]

In the last 12 months have you been to an archive centre or records office? 
INTERVIEWER NOTE:
ARCHIVES ARE DOCUMENTS THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED BY FAMILIES, INDIVIDUALS, BUSINESSES OR ORGANISATIONS AND HAVE BEEN SPECIALLY CHOSEN TO KEEP PERMANENTLY. THEY CAN BE WRITTEN PAPERS SUCH AS LETTERS OR DIARIES, MAPS, PHOTOGRAPHS OR FILM OR SOUND RECORDINGS. ARCHIVES ARE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS BUT DO NOT HAVE TO BE VERY OLD. PLACES THAT KEEP ARCHIVES ARE USUALLY CALLED A RECORD OFFICE OR ARCHIVE CENTRE.

REGISTERING A BIRTH, DEATH OR MARRIAGE HAPPENS AT A REGISTRY OFFICE, NOT AT AN ARCHIVE CENTRE/ RECORD OFFICE.
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

**ARCWKAC**

**[ASKED IF SCARC = 1]**

In the last 12 months, have you been to an archive centre or records office ....?
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

**ARCNON**

**[ASKED IF SCARC = 1 AND (ARCWKAC = 1 OR ARCWKAC = 4)]**

How often in the last 12 months have you been to an archive or record office [in your own time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

**SCHER**

**[ASK ALL]**

INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

In the last 12 months have you visited any of these places?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT - CODE ALL THAT APPLY

**MULTI-CODE**

1. A city or town with historic character
2. A historic building open to the public (non-religious)
3. A historic park or garden open to the public
4. A place connected with industrial history (e.g. an old factory, dockyard or mine) or historic transport system (e.g. an old ship or railway)
5. A historic place of worship attended as a visitor (not to worship)
6. A monument such as a castle, fort or ruin
7. A site of archaeological interest (i.e. Roman villa, ancient burial site)
8. A site connected with sports heritage (e.g. Wimbledon) (not visited for the purposes of watching sport)
9. None of these

HERWKAC
[ASKED IF SCHER < > 9]
In the last 12 months, have you been to any of these places......
<<LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM SCHER>>?
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY

1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

HERNON
[ASKED IF SCHER < > 9 AND (HERWKAC = 1 OR HERWKAC = 3 OR HERWKAC = 4)]
How often in the last 12 months have you been to places like this [in your own time][,] [or]
[for academic study] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
<<LIST OF SELECTIONS FROM SCHER>>
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

SCMUSN
[ASK ALL]
During the last 12 months, have you attended a museum or gallery at least once?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

MUSWKAC
[ASKED IF SCMUSN =1]
In the last 12 months, have you attended a museum or gallery......?
READ OUT AND CODE ALL THAT APPLY
1. In your own-time
2. For paid work
3. For academic study
4. As part of voluntary work
5. For some other reason
-1. Don’t know

MUSNON
[ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 AND (MUSWKAC = 1 OR MUSWKAC = 4)]
How often in the last 12 months have you been to a museum or gallery [in your own-time] [or] [as part of voluntary work]?
Remember don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. At least once a week
2. Less often that once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know
SECTION 4 – SPORTS PARTICIPATION

RANDOMISE ORDER OF SECTIONS 3 AND 4 – 50% OF THE TIME SECTION 3 SHOULD COME FIRST AND 50% OF THE TIME SECTION 4 SHOULD COME FIRST

LINKING TEXT:
I WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ON ANY SPORTS OR PHYSICAL ACTIVITY YOU MAY HAVE DONE.

SCWALK
[ASK ALL]
Firstly, I would like you to think about all the walking you have done. Please include any country walks, walking to and from work or the shops and any other walks you may have done.
In the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS] have you done at least one continuous walk lasting at least 30 minutes?

SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

WALKNUM
[ASKED IF SCWALK = 1]
On how many days in the last four weeks have you done this?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS.
EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8
REFER TO CALENDAR IF NECESSARY

1 - 28
-1. Don’t know

WALKREC
[ASKED IF SCWALK = 1]
You said that you had walked on [+WALKNUM+] day(s) in the last four weeks. Can I just check, on how many days did you walk for the purpose of health or recreation (not to get from place to place)?
INTERVIEWER: EXCLUDE WALKING TO WORK, SHOPS ETC

SINGLE CODE
0 - 28 (maximum = WALKNUM value)
-1. Don’t know
PACEWLK
[ASKED IF SCWALK = 1]
How would you describe your usual walking pace?
SINGLE CODE
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. A slow pace
2. A steady average pace
3. A fairly brisk pace
4. A fast pace
5. (DO NOT READ OUT) Varies too much to say
-1. Don’t know

SCCYCLE
[ASK ALL]
I would now like you to think about all the cycling you may have done. In the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS] have you done at least one continuous cycle ride lasting at least 30 minutes?
SINGLE CODE

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

CYCLDAY
[ASKED IF SCCYCLE = 1]
On how many days in the last four weeks have you done this?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS.
EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8

REFER TO CALENDAR IF NECESSARY
1 - 28
-1. Don’t know

CYCLREC
[ASKED IF SCCYCLE = 1]
You said that you had cycled on [+CYCLDAY+] day(s) in the last four weeks. Can I just check, on how many days did you cycle for the purpose of health or recreation (not to get from place to place)?
INTERVIEWER: EXCLUDE CYCLING TO WORK, SHOPS ETC

0 - 28 (maximum = CYCLDAY value)
-1. Don’t know
During the last four weeks, was the effort you put into cycling for the purpose of health or recreation usually enough to raise your breathing rate?

1. Yes  
2. No  
-1. Don’t know

**LINKING TEXT:**
I have already asked you about walking and cycling. I would now like to ask you about other types of sport and recreational physical activity you may have done. Please include all the activities you have taken part in but do not include any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done.

**SCSPMON**
[ASK ALL]  
Still thinking about the last four weeks, that is since [TODAY’S DATE MINUS FOUR WEEKS], have you done any sporting or active recreation activities?  
**SINGLE CODE**  
1. Yes  
2. No  
-1. Don’t know

Please turn the screen away from the respondent for the next question

**SCSPMA1**
[ASKED IF SCSPMON = 1]  
Which ones have you done?  
Interviewer: turn screen away from respondent. Code from list below what respondent says.  
Interviewer prompt: Anything else?  
**MULTI-CODE**  
1. American football  
2. Angling or fishing  
3. Archery  
4. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking  
5. Badminton  
6. Baseball / softball  
7. Basketball  
8. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)  
9. Bowls (indoors)  
10. Boxing
11. Canoeing
12. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
13. Cricket
14. Croquet
15. Curling
16. Cycling [HEALTH, RECREATION, TRAINING, COMPETITION]
17. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS]
18. Darts
19. Fencing
20. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
21. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
22. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
23. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
24. Gymnastics
25. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
26. Hill trekking or backpacking
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in 'other')
28. Horse riding
29. Ice skating
30. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
31. Judo
32. Karate
33. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
34. Lacrosse
35. Motor sports
36. Netball
37. Orienteering
38. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
39. Pilates
40. Rounders
41. Rowing
42. Rugby League
43. Rugby Union
44. Shooting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
46. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
47. Squash
48. Swimming or diving [indoors]
49. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
50. Table tennis
51. Taekwondo
52. Tennis
53. Ten-pin bowling
54. Track and field athletics
55. Triathlon
56. Volleyball
57. Waterskiing
58. Weight training (include body-building)
59. Weight lifting
60. Windsurfing or board sailing
61. Yachting or dingy sailing
62. Yoga
63. Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/ paragliding, parachuting or parascending
64. Other type of sport
65. Other type of sport
66. None of these

**SCSPON1**
[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 63]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE
OPEN

**SCSPON12**
[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 64]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT
OPEN

**SCSPON13**
[ASKED IF SCSPMA = 65]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT
OPEN

**SCSPMB1**
IF SCSPMON = 1:
Can I just check, in the last four weeks have you done any of the activities on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY
GREEN SHOWCARD 1
INTERVIEWER: NOT INCLUDING ANY SPORTS YOU HAVE JUST TOLD ME ABOUT
MULTICODE
SCRIPTER – DO NOT SHOW CODES SELECTED AT SCSPMA1

IF NOT (SCSPMON = 1):
Can I just check, in the last four weeks, have you done any of the activities on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE ALL THAT APPLY
GREEN SHOWCARD 1
SCRIPTER – LIST ALPHABETICALLY ON CAPI SCREEN
MULTICODE

48. Swimming or diving [indoors]
49. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
4. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
16. Cycling [HEALTH, RECREATION, TRAINING, COMPETITION]
17. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS]
9. Bowls (indoors)
8. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
25. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
33. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
31. Judo
32. Karate
51. Taekwondo
38. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
58. Weight training (include body-building)
59. Weight lifting
24. Gymnastics
46. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
18. Darts
42. Rugby League
43. Rugby Union
1. American football
20. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
21. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
22. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
13. Cricket
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in 'other')
3. Archery
6. Baseball / softball
36. Netball
52. Tennis
5. Badminton
47. Squash
7. Basketball
50. Table tennis
54. Track and field athletics
30. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
2. Angling or fishing
61. Yachting or dingy sailing
11. Canoeing
60. Windsurfing or board sailing
29. Ice skating
15. Curling
23. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or grass)
28. Horse riding
12. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
26. Hill trekking or backpacking
35. Motor sports
44. Shooting
56. Volleyball
37. Orienteering
40. Rounders
41. Rowing
55. Triathlon
10. Boxing
57. Waterskiing
34. Lacrosse
62. Yoga
19. Fencing
39. Pilates
14. Croquet
63 Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/ paragliding, parachuting or parascending
64 Other type of sport 2
65 Other type of sport 3
66 None of these

SPORTS LISTED AS ABOVE ON GREEN SHOWCARD 1 (WITH NO NUMBER), LISTED ALPHABETICALLY ON CAPI SCREEN

SCSPON2
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 63 AND SCSPMA1 < > 63]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE OPEN

SCSPON22
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 64 AND SCSPMA1 < > 64]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT

SCSPON23
[ASKED IF SCSPMB1 = 65 AND SCSPMA1 < > 65]
What was/were the other type of sport(s) you did in the last four weeks?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT

START OF QUESTION LOOP FOR EACH SPORT CODED AT SCSPMA1/SCSPMB1
SPNOM
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1 ]
On how many days in the last four weeks have you done [+SPORT+]?
INTERVIEWER NOTE: THERE ARE 28 DAYS IN THE LAST FOUR WEEKS.

EVERY DAY = 28
EVERY WEEKDAY = 20
EVERY OTHER DAY = 14
EVERY DAY AT WEEKENDS = 8
REFER TO CALENDAR IF NECESSARY
0 - 28
-1. Don’t know

SPNOMH1
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1]
And how long do you usually do [+SPORT+] for?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD HOURS HERE

0 – 24
-1. Don’t know

SPNOMM1  {SPO1TIME to SPO69TIME}
[ASKED OF EACH SPORT CODED AT SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1]
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE RECORD MINUTES HERE

0 – 59
-1. Don’t know

SPBREAN  {BREATHE1 TO BREATHE69}
[ASK OF EACH SPORT CODED AT SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1]
During the last four weeks, was the effort you put into [SPORT] usually enough to raise your breathing rate?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

SCSPYN
[ASK ALL]
IF SAID THEY HAVE DONE ANY SPORTS AT EITHER SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1, THE SCREEN READS:
Now thinking about the last 12 months, have you done any of the activities listed on this card? I’ve already included those you said you did in the last four weeks.

IF SAID THEY HAVE NOT DONE ANY SPORTS AT EITHER SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1, THE SCREEN READS:
Now thinking about the last 12 months, have you done any of the activities listed on this card?

Again, please include all the activities you did, but do not include any teaching, coaching or refereeing you may have done.
GREEN SHOWCARD 1

SCRIPTER DO NOT SHOW CODES SELECTED AT SCSPMA1 OR SCSPMB1
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

48. Swimming or diving [indoors]
49. Swimming or diving [outdoors]
4. BMX, cyclo-cross, mountain biking
16. Cycling [HEALTH, RECREATION, TRAINING, COMPETITION]
17. Cycling [TO GET TO PLACES, I.E. WORK, SHOPS]
9. Bowls (indoors)
8. Bowls [lawn] (outdoors)
53. Ten-pin bowling
25. Health, fitness, gym or conditioning activities
33. Keep-fit, aerobics, dance exercise (include exercise bike)
31. Judo
32. Karate
51. Taekwondo
38. Other martial arts (include self defence, tai chi)
58. Weight training (include body-building)
59. Weight lifting
24. Gymnastics
46. Snooker, pool, billiards (exclude bar billiards)
18. Darts
42. Rugby League
43. Rugby Union
1. American football
20. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [indoors]
21. Football (include 5-a-side and 6-a-side) [outdoors]
22. Gaelic sports (e.g. camogie, Gaelic football, hurling, Irish handball and shinty)
13. Cricket
27. Hockey (exclude ice, roller and street hockey but include in ‘other’)
3. Archery
6. Baseball / softball
36. Netball
52. Tennis
5. Badminton
47. Squash
7. Basketball
50. Table tennis
54. Track and field athletics
30. Jogging, cross-country, road-running
2. Angling or fishing
61. Yachting or dingy sailing
11. Canoeing
60. Windsurfing or board sailing
29. Ice skating
15. Curling
23. Golf, pitch and putt, putting
45. Skiing (on snow or an artificial surface; on slopes or
28. Horse riding
12. Climbing / mountaineering (include indoor climbing)
26. Hill trekking or backpacking
35. Motor sports
44. Shooting
56. Volleyball
37. Orienteering
40. Rounders
41. Rowing
55. Triathlon
10. Boxing
57. Waterskiing
34. Lacrosse
62. Yoga
19. Fencing
39. Pilates
14. Croquet
63. Other type of sport for example roller-blading, street hockey, skateboarding, water polo, surfing, scuba diving, gliding, hang/ paragliding, parachuting or parascending
64. Other type of sport 2
65. Other type of sport 3
66. None of these

SCRIPTER – LIST THESE ALPHABETICALLY ON SCREEN

SPSPOTB
[ASKED IF SCSPYN= 63]
What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD FIRST OTHER SPORT IF MORE THAN ONE
OPEN

SPSPOTB2
[ASKED IF SCSPYN= 64]
What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD SECOND OTHER SPORT
OPEN

SPSPOTB3
[ASKED IF SCSPYN= 65]
What was the other type of sport you did in the last year?
INTERVIEWER: RECORD THIRD OTHER SPORT
OPEN

SPCLOSE
[ASK ALL]
Can I just check, do you have a sports facility that you can get to within 20 minutes (either by walking or by some other form of transport)?
INTERVIEWER: Sports facility could be an indoor or outdoor facility such as a sports club, sport or leisure centre, health and fitness facility or school open for community use. SINGLE CODE

1. Yes
2. No
-1 Don't know
SECTION 5 - VOLUNTEERING

LINKING TEXT:
I would now like to ask you about any voluntary work you may have done.

[THE FOLLOWING TEXT IS SHOWN IF APWKAC = 4 OR AAWKAC = 4 OR LIBWKAC = 4 OR ARCWKAC = 4 OR MUSWKAC = 4 OR HERWKAC = 4]:
When answering the questions, please include all voluntary activity, including any you have already told me about (linking text added in Y4 Q1 July 2008)

VOLWORK

[ASK ALL]
During the last 12 months, have you done any voluntary work?
Interviewer add if necessary: this could be organising or helping to run an event
Campaigning
Conservation
Raising money
Providing transport or driving
Taking part in a sponsored event
Coaching, tuition, mentoring etc.
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

VOLSEC

[ASKED IF VOLWORK = 1]
Was this connected to any of the following areas?
Interviewer: read out and code all that apply

1. Arts
2. Museum/gallery
3. Heritage
4. Libraries
5. Archives
6. Sport
7. Any other sector
VOLTIMH

[ASKED IF VOLSEC = 1-6]
During the last four weeks, that is since [+INSERT DATE – 4 WEEKS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW+] how much time have you spent on voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF HOURS HERE
0 – 999

VOLTIMM

[ASKED IF VOLSEC = 1-6]
During the last four weeks, that is since [+INSERT DATE – 4 WEEKS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW+] how much time have you spent on voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work?
INTERVIEWER: PLEASE ENTER NUMBER OF MINUTES HERE
0 – 60

VOLCHK

[ASK IF VOLSEC = 1-6 (ASKED FOR EACH ACTIVITY)]
During the last four weeks, you have spent [+VOLTIMH+] hours and [+VOLTIMM+] minutes doing voluntary [+VOLSEC+] work. Is this correct?
1. Yes
2. 2. No – you will now be sent back to check your answers
-1. Don’t know
SECTION 6 - OLYMPIC ENGAGEMENT

PRIDE

[ASK ALL]
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
Looking at this list, what, if anything makes you most proud of Britain? You can choose up to three.
CODE UP TO THREE
1. The British countryside and scenery
2. The British people
3. British history
4. British sporting achievements
5. British arts and culture (music, film, literature, art etc.)
6. British architecture and historic buildings
7. British education and science
8. The British legal system
9. Britain’s democratic tradition
10. British health service
11. British multiculturalism
12. The British Monarchy
13. None of these things
14. Don’t know
15. Refused

OLYMPCN

[ASK ALL]
INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
The UK is hosting the 2012 Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games in London. Looking at this screen, please tell me how you feel about this.
1. Strongly against
2. Slightly against
3. Neither against nor supportive
4. Slightly supportive
5. Strongly supportive
-1. Don’t know

OLYMAGN

[ASKED IF OLYMPCN = 1]

Why are you strongly against the UK hosting the 2012 Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games in London?
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROMPT; PROBE AND RECORD MAIN POINTS

Free text
-1. Don’t know
OLYMSUN
[ASKED IF OLYMPCN = 5]

Why do you strongly support the UK hosting the 2012 Summer Olympic and Paralympic Games in London?
INTERVIEWER: DO NOT PROMPT; PROBE AND RECORD MAIN POINTS

Free text
-1. Don't know

OLYMV2A
[ASK ALL]

Do you intend to follow the London 2012 Olympic or Paralympic Games in any of the following ways?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
1. Watching on TV at home
2. Listening to the radio at home
3. Watching or listening on the internet at home
4. Reading the newspaper online or offline
5. Watching live events on a public big screen
6. None of these
7. Don’t know

OLYMV2B
[ASK ALL]

WHITE SHOWCARD G
And looking at this card, in what other ways, if any, do you intend to follow, or get involved in the London 2012 Olympic or Paralympic Games? This may include activities you are already doing.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTI-CODE

1. Attending a free Olympic or Paralympic event (e.g. marathon, cycling, road racing)
2. Attending a ticketed Olympic or Paralympic event
3. Taking part in a Games related sports or physical activity (e.g. AdiZone, Gold Challenge, Cadbury's Spots V Stripes)
4. Using a new or improved sports facility linked to the 2012 Games (e.g. Inspire-marked)
5. Games related employment or training
6. Taking part in a Games related cultural event or activity (e.g. Cultural Olympiad, London 2012 Festival)
7. Volunteering during the Games (e.g. as a Gamesmaker, London Ambassador or for Cadbury's Spots V Stripes)
8. Taking part in a Games related community event or activity (e.g. street party or local Inspire Mark project)
9. None of the above
10. Not yet decided/ Don’t know

OLYMSPN
[ASK IF (SCSPMA1 = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) OR (SCSPMB1 = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) OR (SCSPYN = 1 OR MORE ACTIVITIES) OR (CYCLREC = 1 OR MORE)]
Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more sport or recreational physical activity?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

SPNWHY
[IF OLYMSPN = 1]
WHITE SHOWCARD H
In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games motivated you to do more sport or physical recreational activity?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTI-CODE
1. I’m more interested in sport in general
2. It introduced me to new sports
3. It encouraged me to take part in sport more often
4. It encouraged me to take up a new sport
5. I intend to take part in sport more often
6. I intend to take up a new sport
7. None of these
8. Don’t know

OLYMCUL
[ASK IF (ASKED IF SCARTP21 = 1-19, 24-26 AND (APWKAC = 1 OR APWKAC = 4)) OR (ASKED IF SCAAN = ONE OR MORE ACTIVITIES AND (AAWKAC = 1 OR AAWKAC = 4) UNLESS ONLY ACTIVITY IS CODE 1) OR (ASKED IF SCLIBN = 1 AND LIBWKAC = 1 OR 4) OR (ASKED IF SCARC = 1 AND ARCWKAC =1 OR 4) OR (ASKED IF SCMUSN = 1 AND MUSWKAC = 1 OR 4) OR (ASKED IF SCHER = 1-8 (1 OR MORE TYPES OF HERITAGE SITE) AND HERWKAC = 1 OR 3 OR 4)]
Earlier you said that you have participated in one or more cultural activities in the last 12 months – this could be participated in arts activities, attending events, visiting a library, visiting an archive, attending museums or galleries or visiting a heritage site ….
INTERVIEWER ADD IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHY WE ARE ASKING ABOUT CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND 2012 OLYMPICS AND PARALYMPICS: THERE ARE A NUMBER OF CULTURAL EVENTS TAKING PLACE AROUND THE UK AS A RESULT OF UK HOSTING THE 2012 OLYMPIC AND PARALYMPIC GAMES.
Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more cultural activities?

1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

CULWHY
[IF OLYMPCUL = 1]
In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games motivated you to do more cultural activities?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTI-CODE
1. I’m more interested in cultural activities in general
2. It introduced me to new cultural activities
3. It encouraged me to take part in cultural activities more often
4. It encouraged me to take up a new cultural activities
5. I intend to take part in cultural activities more often
6. I intend to take up a new cultural activities
7. None of these
8. Don’t know

OLYMPVOL
[ASK IF VOLWORK = 1]
Do you think that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has motivated you to do more voluntary work?
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

VOLWHY
[IF OLYMPVOL = 1]
WHITE SHOWCARD J
In what ways has the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games motivated you to do more volunteering?
CODE ALL THAT APPLY
MULTI-CODE
1. I am now more interested in volunteering
2. I am now more aware of volunteering opportunities
3. I was motivated to volunteer for the first time
4. I now volunteer more often
5. I intend to volunteer more often in the future
6. None of these
7. Don’t know
SECTION 8 - PERCEPTIONS OF THE LOCAL AREA

[ASK ALL]
This summer London will host the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games. From what you have seen or heard, do you agree or disagree that the Olympics will be good for London as a whole?
SINGLE CODE
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
6. No opinion
7. Don't Know

[ASK ALL]
Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your local area as a place to live?
1. Very satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Fairly dissatisfied
5. Very dissatisfied
-1 Don't Know

[ASK ALL]
And would you say that London hosting the 2012 Olympics and Paralympic Games has made you more or less satisfied with your local area as a place to live, or has it made no difference?
1. A lot more satisfied
2. A bit more satisfied
3. Made no difference
4. A bit less satisfied
5. A lot less satisfied
-1 Don't Know

[ASK ALL]
I would like to ask some general questions about your neighbourhood. I am going to read out some statements and would like you to tell me for each one, whether you agree or disagree with each.
SINGLE CODE
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
-1 Don't Know

a) My neighbourhood has good publicly run sports facilities
b) My neighbourhood has good relations between different ethnic and religious communities
c) There is less discrimination on the basis of race or ethnic origin in my neighbourhood than three years ago
d) My neighbourhood has good quality schools and health services
e) My neighbourhood has good parks and green spaces
f) My neighbourhood has good cultural facilities (e.g., cinemas, museums, theatres)
g) I feel safe using public transport in my neighbourhood
h) I feel safe using parks and green spaces in my neighbourhood
i) My neighbourhood has reliable transport links
j) My neighbourhood has well designed streets and squares
k) My neighbourhood is a pleasant place to live
l) My neighbourhood has good activities for young people
m) There are good relations between older and younger generations in my neighbourhood

**ASK ALL**
To what extent do you agree or disagree that preparations for staging the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in East London have…

Regenerated your local area
Increased job opportunities in your local area
Benefited businesses in your local area
Improved housing in your local area
Improved public transport in your local area
Improved sports facilities in your local area
Improved retail and shopping facilities in your local area
Improved leisure and cultural facilities in your local area
Improved education, health and community facilities in your local area
Improved parks and green spaces in your local area
Improved the image of your local area

**SINGLE CODE**
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
-1 Don't Know

To what extent do you agree or disagree that preparations for staging the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games in East London have…

Disruption to your employer or your business
Increased transport congestion in your local area
Increased pressures on housing in your local area
Increased pressures on education, health and community facilities in your local area
Increased community tensions in your local area
Increased numbers of people moving in and out of your local area
Increased crime or anti-social behaviour
Increased pollution

**SINGLE CODE**
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
-1 Don't Know

**ASK ALL**
To what extent do you agree or disagree that the long-term impacts of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games will...
Regenerate your local area
Increase job opportunities in your local area
Benefit businesses in your local area
Improve housing in your local area
Improve public transport in your local area
Improve sports facilities in your local area
Improve retail and shopping facilities in your local area
Improve leisure and cultural facilities in your local area
Improve education, health and community facilities in your local area
Improve parks and green spaces in your local area
Improve the image of your local area

**SINGLE CODE**
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
-1 Don't Know

To what extent do you agree or disagree that the long-term impacts of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games will...
Disruption to your employer or your business
Increase transport congestion
Increase pressures on housing
Increase pressures on education, health and community facilities
Increase community tensions
Increase numbers of people moving in and out of your local area
Increased crime or anti-social behaviour
Increase pollution
SINGLE CODE
1. Strongly disagree
2. Tend to disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Tend to agree
5. Strongly agree
-1 Don't Know
SECTION 9 - COMMUNITY COHESION

LINKING TEXT:
I'm now going to ask you a question about belonging. Using the answers on the card, please tell me how strongly you feel you belong to your local area.

SBELOC
[ASK ALL]
WHITE SHOWCARD C
PROMPT IF NECESSARY: HOW STRONGLY DO YOU FEEL YOU BELONG?
1. Very strongly
2. Fairly strongly
3. Not very strongly
4. Not at all strongly
5. Don't know

STOGETHA
[ASK ALL]
To what extent do you agree or disagree that this local area is a place where people from different backgrounds get on well together? Please choose your answer from this card.

SINGLE CODE
WHITE SHOWCARD D
1. Definitely agree
2. Tend to agree
3. Tend to disagree
4. Definitely disagree
5. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- Too few people in the local area
6. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- All same backgrounds
7. SPONTANEOUS ONLY- Don't know

ASK ALL
To what extent do you agree or disagree that the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games has made people from different backgrounds in your local area get on better? Please choose your answer from this card.

SINGLE CODE
WHITE SHOWCARD D
1. Definitely agree
2. Tend to agree
3. Tend to disagree
4. Definitely disagree
5. Don't know

[ASK ALL]
Thinking about this local area, how much of a problem do you think each of the following are....

… noisy neighbours or loud parties?
… teenagers hanging around on the streets?
… rubbish or litter lying around?
... vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage to property or vehicles?
... people using or dealing drugs?
... people being drunk or rowdy in public places?
... abandoned or burnt out cars?

SINGLE CODE
Not a problem at all
Not a very big problem
Fairly big problem
Very big problem
Don't know

ASK ALL
To what extent do you think that the preparations for the UK hosting the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games have contributed towards each of the following becoming more or less of a problem in your local area?
... noisy neighbours or loud parties?
... teenagers hanging around on the streets?
... rubbish or litter lying around?
... vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage to property or vehicles?
... people using or dealing drugs?
... people being drunk or rowdy in public places?
... abandoned or burnt out cars?

SINGLE CODE
Much more of a problem
More of a problem
Not made a difference (neither more nor less of a problem)
Less of a problem
Much less of a problem
Don't know
SECTION 10 - ACCESS TO JOBS

[ASK ALL]
Do you agree or disagree that the hosting of the 2012 Olympic Games and Paralympic Games in East London has increased the number of jobs available to local residents?

[SINGLE CODE]
Definitely agree
Tend to agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Tend to disagree
Definitely disagree
Don't know

OLIJOB1

[ASK ALL]
Have the preparations for the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games event provided you or members of your household with employment that is due to last for more than one year in any of the following areas?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY
Olympic Park
Olympic venues and facilities
Athletics village
Westfield shopping centre
At the event (this Summer)
Other related developments (please specify)
Yes - part time employment (less than 30 hours per week) - respondent
Yes – part time employment (less than 30 hours per week) - someone else in household
Yes – full time employment (greater than 30 hours per week) - respondent
Yes- full time employment (greater than 30 hours per week) – someone else in household
No
Don't know

OLIJOB2

[ASK ALL]
Have the preparations for the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games event provided you or members of your household with employment for less than a year?

CODE ALL THAT APPLY
Yes – respondent
Yes – someone else in household
No
Don't know

[ASK IF YES - RESPONDENT TO OLIJOB2 OR OLIJOB1]
In securing employment related to the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, did you need to be trained in new skills?

SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t Know

[ASK IF YES - RESPONDENT TO OLIJOB2 OR OLIJOB1]
What was your employment status prior to securing this employment related to the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games?
SINGLE CODE
In full time work – more than 30 hours
In part time work – 30 hours or less
In education or training
Unemployed for up to 1 month
Unemployed for more than 1 month but less than 3 months
Unemployed for more than 3 months but less than 6 months
Unemployed for more than 6 months but less than 12 months
Unemployed for more than one year
Don’t know

[ASK IF YES – SOMEONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD TO OLIJOB2 OR OLIJOB1]
In securing employment related to the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, did your household member need to be trained in new skills?
IF MORE THAN ONE OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER HAS BEEN EMPLOYED AS A RESULT OF THE OLYMPICS, ASK RESPONDENT TO THINK ABOUT THE ONE THAT HAS BEEN EMPLOYED MOST RECENTLY WHEN ANSWERING THIS QUESTION.
SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t Know

[ASK IF YES - RESPONDENT OR YES – SOMEONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD TO OLIJOB2 OR OLIJOB1]
What was the employment status of this member of your household prior to securing this employment related to the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games?
IF MORE THAN ONE OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER HAS BEEN EMPLOYED AS A RESULT OF THE OLYMPICS, ASK RESPONDENT TO THINK ABOUT THE ONE THAT HAS BEEN EMPLOYED MOST RECENTLY WHEN ANSWERING THIS QUESTION.
SINGLE CODE
In full time work – more than 30 hours
In part time work – 30 hours or less
In education or training
Unemployed for up to 1 month
Unemployed for more than 1 month but less than 3 months
Unemployed for more than 3 months but less than 6 months
Unemployed for more than 6 months but less than 12 months
Unemployed for more than one year
Don’t know
SECTION 11 – GREEN ISSUES AND SUSTAINABILITY

ASK ALL
The 2012 Olympics and Paralympic Games are aiming to be the greenest ever, the design of the event aims to minimise waste, greenhouse gas emissions and the impact of the Games on wildlife. Were you aware of this before taking part in this survey?
SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don’t know

IF YES ABOVE
Have the 2012 Olympics and Paralympic Games caused you to change your behaviour in any of the following areas?
MULTI CODE
Attitudes to sustainability
Reducing energy consumption
Increasing recycling
Conserving water/ reducing water wastage
Improve environmentally friendly transport behaviour (e.g. increased walking or cycling, or reduced use of motor vehicles)
Protecting your local environment
No
Don’t know
SECTION 12 - SATISFACTION WITH PARK LEGACY PLANS AND THE CONSULTATION PROCESS FOR PARK MASTERPLANS

[ASK ALL]
How much would you say you had heard about the plans to improve the Olympic Park and surrounding area?
SINGLE CODE
1. A great deal
2. A fair amount
3. Not very much
4. Nothing at all
-1 Don’t know

OLYMPARK
[ASK ALL]
Can I just check, have you seen the plans to improve the Olympic Park area?
SINGLE CODE
Yes
No
Don’t know

[IF OLYMPARK = 1]
Where did you see the plans? Just read out the letter(s) that apply?
MULTI-CODE
A ‘Community Brief’ Document
B Other newsletter
C Local exhibition
D Other
-1. Don’t know

ASK ALL
To what extent are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the community consultation process on the plans for the Olympic park and surrounding area and your opportunity to input your views?
SINGLE CODE
1. Very satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Fairly dissatisfied
5. Very dissatisfied
-1 Don’t Know

[IF OLYMPARK = 1]
To what extent are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the plans for the site and surrounding area after the Games, in relation to the

… Olympic Park and green spaces
… Venues and sporting facilities
… Housing plans
… Retail and shopping facilities
… Transport infrastructure and services
… Education, health and community facilities
… Leisure and cultural facilities
… Sustainability - the Green agenda

1. Very satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4. Fairly dissatisfied
5. Very dissatisfied
-1 Don’t Know
SECTION 13 – DEMOGRAPHICS

EDUC1
[ALL]
Now thinking about your education.....
GREEN SHOWCARD 2
Do you have any of the qualifications listed on this card?
INTERVIEWER: CODE QUALIFICATION AT NEXT QUESTION
SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know

EDUC2
[ASKED IF EDUC1 = 1]
GREEN SHOWCARD 2
Starting from the top of this card, please look down the list of qualifications and tell me the number of the first one you come to that you have passed.
SINGLE CODE
1. Higher Education & professional/vocational equivalents
2. Other Higher Education below degree level
3. A levels, vocational level 3 & equivalents
4. Trade Apprenticeships
5. GCSE/O Level grade A*-C (5 or more), vocational level 2 & equivalents
6. GCSE/O Level grade(less than 5 A*-C), other qualifications at level 1 and below
7. Other qualifications: level unknown

ETHNIC
[ASK ALL]
WHITE SHOWCARD 0
Please look at this card and choose one number to indicate your cultural background
SINGLE CODE
1. White – British
2. White - Irish
3. White – Other White Background
4. Mixed – White and Black Caribbean
5. Mixed – White and Black African
6. Mixed – White and Asian
7. Mixed – Any Other Mixed Background
8. Asian or Asian British – Indian
9. Asian or Asian British – Pakistani
10. Asian or Asian British – Bangladeshi
11. Asian or Asian British – Other Asian Background
12. Black or Black British – Caribbean
13. Black or Black British – African
14. Black or Black British – Other Black Background
15. Chinese
16. Other (specify)
- 1. Don’t know
- 2. Refused

**TENUR2**
[ASK ALL]
In which of these ways do you occupy this accommodation?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
SINGLE CODE
1. Own it outright
2. Buying it with the help of a mortgage or loan
3. Pay part rent / part mortgage (shared ownership)
4. Rent it
5. Live here rent free (including living in a relative/friend’s property, excluding squatting)
6. Squatting

**RENT2**
[ASKED IF TENUR2 = 3-5]
Who is your landlord?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT
SINGLE CODE
1. Local authority / council / new town development
2. A housing association or charitable trust
3. Employer (organisation) of a household member
4. Another organisation
5. Relative / friend (before you lived here) of a household member
6. Employer (individual) of a household member
7. Another private landlord

**HRP1**
Is the property you live in owned or rented in your name or someone else’s?
IF RESPONDENT CLARIFY IF 1 OR 3. IF SOMEONE ELSE CLARIFY IF 2 OR 4.
1. Respondent’s
2. Another person’s
3. Joint names – respondent and other person (s)
4. Joint names – two or more people – not including respondent
5. A company / organisation / someone else not living in the household
6. Don’t know
7. Refused

[ASK IF HRP1 = 3]

**HRP2**
And which of you is the CHIEF INCOME EARNER (or the oldest if their incomes are the same), that is the person with the highest income, whether from employment, self-employment, a pension or government benefits?
1. Respondent
2. Another person who jointly owns or rents your property
3. Don’t know
4. Refused

[ASK IF HRP1 = 5]

HRP3
Which of the adults in the household is the CHIEF INCOME EARNER (or the oldest if their incomes are the same), that is the person with the highest income, whether from employment, self-employment, a pension or government benefits?

1. Respondent
2. Another person
3. Don’t know
4. Refused

[SHOW IF HRP1 = 2]

NSSEC1
The following questions refer to this person’s current main job or their last job if not working.

[SHOW IF HRP2 = 2 OR HRP3 = 2]

NSSEC2
The following questions refer to this person’s current main job or their last job if not working.

[SHOW IF HRP1 = 4]

NSSEC3
The following questions refer to the person out of these that has the highest income (or the oldest if their incomes are the same). The questions are about their current main job or their last job if not working.

[SHOW IF HRP1 = 1 OR HRP2=1 OR HRP3=1]

NSSEC3
The following questions about your current main job or your last job if not working.

[ASK IF HRP1 = 2 OR HRP1=4 OR HRP2=2 OR HRP3=2]

WORKHRP
Please look at the screen and tell me which best describes his/her main current activity?

SINGLE CODE
CODE ONE ONLY
SHOW SCREEN

1. Self employed full time (30+ hours per week)
2. Self employed part-time (less than 30 hours per week)
3. In paid full-time employment (30+ hours per week)
4. In paid part-time employment (less than 30 hours per week)
5. Unemployed
6. Retired from paid work altogether
7. On maternity leave
8. Looking after family or home
9. Full-time student/ at school
10. Long term sick or disabled
11. Unable to work because of short-term illness or injury
12. On a government training scheme
13. Doing something else (PLEASE GIVE DETAILS)
Ref
DK

[ASK IF (HRP1 = 1 OR HRP2=1 OR HRP3=1) AND (WORKSTAT=5-11 OR 13)]
EVERWORKKR
Can I check, have you ever worked?

1. Yes
2. No

[ASK IF (HRP1 = 2 OR HRP1=4 OR HRP2=2 OR HRP3=2) AND (WORKHRP=5-11 OR 13)]
EVERWORKKH
Can I check, has he/she ever worked?

1. Yes
2. No

ASK IF (HRP1 = 1 OR HRP2=1 OR HRP3=1) AND ((EVERWORKR=1) OR (WORKSTAT=1-4 OR 12))
SOC1R
Do (did) you work as an employee or are (were) you self-employed?
Employee
Self-employed with employees
Self-employed/freelance without employees SKIP TO SOC5R

IF SCO1R=EMPLOYEE
SOC2R
How many people work (worked) for your employer at the place where you work(worked)?’
1 to 24
25 or more

IF SCO1R=SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES
SOC3R
How many people do (did) you employ?
1 to 24
25 or more

IF SCO1R=“EMPLOYEE” OR “SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES”
SOC4R
Do (did) you supervise any employees?
(A supervisor or foreman is responsible for overseeing the work of other employees on a day-to-
day basis)
Yes
No
IF SCO1R="EMPLOYEE" OR “SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES” OR “SELF-EMPLOYED/FREELANCE WITHOUT EMPLOYEES”

SOC5R
WHITE SHOWCARD Z

Please look at this card and read out the letter next to the statement which best describes the sort of work you do.

If you are not working now, read out the letter next to the statement which best describes what you did in your last job.
A Modern professional occupations
B Clerical and intermediate occupations
C Senior managers or administrators (usually responsible for planning, organising and co-ordinating work, and for finance)
D Technical and craft occupations
E Semi-routine manual and service occupations
F Routine manual and service occupations
G Middle or junior manager
H Traditional professional occupations

ASK IF (HRP1 = 2 OR HRP1=4 OR HRP2=2 OR HRP3=2) AND ((EVERWORKH=1) OR (WORKHRP=1-4 OR 12))

SOC1H
Do (did) they work as an employee or are (were) they self-employed?
Employee
Self-employed with employees
Self-employed/freelance without employees SKIP TO SOC5H

IF SCO1R=EMPLOYEE

SOC2H
How many people work (worked) for their employer at the place where they work (worked)?’
1 to 24
25 or more

IF SCO1R=SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES

SOC3H
How many people do (did) they employ?
1 to 24
25 or more

**IF SCO1R="EMPLOYEE" OR “SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES”**

**SOC4H**
Do (did) they supervise any employees?
(A supervisor or foreman is responsible for overseeing the work of other employees on a day-to-day basis)
Yes
No

**IF SCO1R="EMPLOYEE" OR “SELF EMPLOYED WITH EMPLOYEES” OR “SELF-EMPLOYED/FREELANCE WITHOUT EMPLOYEES”**

**SOC5H**
WHITE SHOWCARD Z

Please look at this card and read out the letter next to the statement which best describes the sort of work they do.

If they are not currently working, read out the letter next to the statement which best describes what they did in their last job.

A Modern professional occupations
B Clerical and intermediate occupations
C Senior managers or administrators (usually responsible for planning, organising and co-ordinating work, and for finance)
D Technical and craft occupations
E Semi-routine manual and service occupations
F Routine manual and service occupations
G Middle or junior manager
H Traditional professional occupations

**GENHEALT**

[ASK ALL]
How is your health in general? Would you say it is?
INTERVIEWER: READ OUT

**SINGLE CODE**
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Bad
5. (or) very bad?
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

ILLNESS
[ASK ALL]
Do you have any long-standing illness, disability or infirmity? By long-standing I mean anything that has troubled you over a period of time or that is likely to affect you over a period of time.
SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

LIMITS
[ASKED IF ILLNESS = 1]
Does this illness or disability limit your activities in any way?
SINGLE CODE
1. Yes
2. No
-1. Don’t know
-2. Refused

INDINC
[ASK ALL]
WHITE SHOWCARD K
Please look at this card and tell me which letter represents your HOUSEHOLD INCOME in the last year BEFORE tax and other deductions. Please include earnings from employment or self-employment, income from benefits and pensions, and income from other sources such as interest from savings.
SINGLE CODE
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. D
5. E
6. F
7. G
8. H
9. I
10. J
11. K
12. L
13. SPONTANEOUS: Nothing/No work or scheme
-1. Don't know
-2. Refused